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Endorsements: The organization and its affiliates are
prohibited from endorsing any candidate for public office who
has not yet won their primary election.

Improper use: It is forbidden to NJHSR-affiliated email
accounts for self-promotion in any way that is unlawful or
offensive.

Respect and regulation: You must always respect journalists
and the publications for which they work, as well as adhere to
any applicable regulations in your area.

Promotion: Unless pre-approved by the board, any marketing of
products or organizations that are not part of or linked with the
New Jersey High School Republicans is absolutely prohibited.

Voice: All messages that could be construed as the state
organization 's "voice" or viewpoint should be pre-approved by
the board.

Objectionable content: Offensive, threatening, or obscene
content is not permitted to be written or published. Individuals
who upload offensive, threatening, libelous, defamatory,

obscene, or objectionable content, or content that infringes
intellectual property laws may face legal action.

Bias: Under no circumstances are you to publish anything that
indicates your personal and political biases or viewpoints in a
way that may reflect unfavorably upon NJHSR’s reputation or
the reputation of the Republican Party.

 

Acceptance and compliance with these terms are required
for access to and use of these resources. All users who have
been granted access to these materials are bound by these
terms. You agree to be bound by these terms by accessing or
using these materials. You may not use these resources if
you disagree with any portion of these terms.
This guide and any related documents or resources provided to
you by the New Jersey High School Republicans (NJHSR) or its
affiliates are intended for authorized use only, and may not be
used for the benefit of any other party.
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The internet is your greatest ally! Make a list of local
media outlets with which you can communicate. Local
newspapers and online outlets are examples of this.

Names, titles, publications, emails, and phone numbers
should all be included. Make personal contact with each
person on your list and introduce yourself, your chapter,
and what you 've been up to!

What are press releases and advisories?

This is a story that you believe
reporters should cover or publish
as news or a summary of your
event 's information. Make sure
that any elected official whose
quote you feature in your piece
has given you permission to
publish it. You will be the one to
write it. You can also share it on
your own social media accounts!

This is a notice of an upcoming
event, such as a rally, a charity
drive, a guest speaker, or
anything similar. In terms of
information, you must include
the 5 W 's and the event 's
purpose. Include as much
information as you can while
keeping it short and sweet. If the
reporter has not responded
within three days of your event,
make sure to follow up with
them.

Press release Press advisories

Why should you interact with the media?

It can help you reach a wider audience and boost your
credibility! Your chapter 's success will be largely
dependent on your neighborhood. One method to begin
expanding your network is to engage with the media.

How can I gather contacts?
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